Footprint modification using EZRoute2000

Press mouse button or a key to change pages. Page up to go
to previous slide, page down for next, ESC to cancel.
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Select NEW, then load the
pc board editor. In FILE,
select Add Symbol

Choose your library and the footprint to modify
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Put cursor at the right
bottom, click and hold left
button, move to top left
to cover the area you need
to modify then by holding
the left button down, drag
to new location.
In SELECT COMPONENT, choose
FLATTEN, this allows you to select any
part of the footprint.

If you forget to select
flatten, the whole
footprint will be selected
and move.
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When moving a pad to a new position, you can count the grid
lines OR place the cursor into the start pad center, then press the
PERIOD. This changes the zero reference point to this new
position. Select the pad and silk screen to move, look at the
bottom right of the screen to see the cursor position.

Notice the edge ruler change from black letters on gray to gray
letters on black when you have changed the reference point.
Press the period again to go to the normal 0,0 position at the top
left.

If the capacitor is bigger than the existing
footprint, use SELECT and settings,
select flatten, move the sides to the
correct spacing, then click on one arc. In
the Arc properties box, change the arc
from .05 to .1. Finish by changing the
other arc as well. When this is finished,
select the whole footprint and save as a
new footprint in FILE save symbol as: it
was disc-c.pcs, change to disc-cw.pcs or ?
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Save the new
footprint, test by
adding the new
footprint a couple of
times. If all goes
well, the instance C1
will change to C2
I didn’t change the pad sizes. These should be changed if needed. Use a
round and a square pad to indicate polarity.
In select, flatten, double click on the
pad to be changed. It changes color,
click again and a properties box
appears, it shows pad 3, select 7 Now
the footprint has a square pad to
indicate polarity.
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Pad as it is, #3

Change to #7

New pad shape

It is important to make your footprints the correct size. This way you are
able to use the footprint with the correct spacing on the board and not
crowd other devices.
Add pins in correct order.
If you are creating a new footprint.
NOTE add pads in the correct order,
place all pads needed for the footprint
before you change to something else.
Use .01" lines for the silk screen.
Select the little ic from the title brow
to name the component’s instance
Type in U Do not add a number. You
can only use a single letter for the
instance.
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In FILE, select
save as symbol

Type in the new name, dip-10 press save

When component is
selected, it will turn
white, as cursor is
moved out of the white
area, it will turn black
again
Select add symbol, select dip-10, place a few
to see how it works. Instance should
increment.
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In FLATTEN mode, you can move any/all items to
make the footprint look the way you need.

Working with arcs and circles

Put cursor in center of circle, hold left button down, move
outwards, in equal amounts for a circle, unequal amounts
gives an oval.
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If you need to make a led footprint, or? Drawn the base with
lines, select arcs, change arc setting to 180, put cursor in the
middle of the vertical lines, hold left button down, move to make
the arc. Remember to add pads.
In settings, changing the
angle will change the arc
position

I selected arc, and placed at 0,
90, 180, 270 and also placed
an arc of 90 at 122 degrees
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If you select an
arc, radius X
and Y will be
shown with the
location

You can modify these
settings to change the
arc

This footprint seems to have pads
that are too small, for the size of
the silkscreen. You should have the
device in your hands, or check the
catalogs for suggested sizes.
In SELECT, select
FLATTEN, doubleclick on a
pad to see it’s info. Click on
the other as well. Note the
pad numbers.

In this case both are
pad number 5
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Press E,
Pad Table,
and select pad
number 5

Change the component and solder width and height.
I changed both to .125 and changed the hole size to .04"

These pads are probably a little too big,
but they are better than being too small.
There is one more change to do, that is to
make the left pad round. This is a
polarized cap and we need to show a
different pad shape to indicate the
polarized pin.
Back to the pad table.
Click on a pad, use the
down arrow to search
for a pad which is
.125" round. E for
Edit, select Pad Table
and pad 22, change
the hole size to .040"

The finished footprint
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Remember that one change can make
many. This footprint uses pad 3 for pins
2 - 14. If you change pad 3 specs,

This will change all pad 3's
in your layout
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To change only those
pads needed, select an
unused pad, modify it to
what you want and use
that one.
These use pads #3 for
pins 2 - 14 and pad 7
for pin 1,
I changed pins 2 , 10
and 11 to pad #12 of
U1 which did not
change U2 or U3
If you are making a double sided board, you can have pads of different sizes or
even leave them off either side. In the pad table, you are able to modify
sizes/shapes and turn the pad on or off for component or solder side. If you
are using surface mount components, pads can be either red or blue for either
side.
NOTE YOU ARE LOOKING AT THE COMPONENT SIDE. SOLDER
PADS ARE NOT SHOWN.. To see these, do a print or print preview.
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To see what pads
have been used in
your layout, select
REPORTS and
Summary. Then
check Make Report
This shows you the
pads , numbers,
how many and
specs. It also
shows the line sizes
used. Use this
summary to select
an unused pad.
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I selected DIP-14, placed U1, pressed the O key, this shows the
opposite view, and placed U2. I then selected SM14V, placed U3, hit
O and placed U4. The O key will mirror the footprint to be placed.
U1 placement is used when you are laying the board from the
component side. U2 is used when you are copying an existing board
by looking at it’s solder side.
U3 and U4 are used for surface mount ic’s. U4 can be placed directly
under U3 as there are no interconnections between pins.
Note the surface mount pin color automatically changes to the
component or solder side.
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If you have made component side traces, when they should be solder side.

In SETTINGS, unclick pads and silkscreen. Select the board,
copy it then paste it. Before you place it, press O and select solder
side layer to change traces to solder side.
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Select solder
side
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Notice that only the traces have been selected.
Paste the copied layout ontop of this layout.
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Note the traces are now blue or solder side. BUT if you
look closer, there are red, component traces here as
well. To remove the component traces, in SELECT ,
select the component layer. Leave the pads and
silkscreen clicked off.
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After you select this ,
the component traces
will highlight, press
DELETE
You now have solder
side traces, leaving
pads and silkscreen
on the correct layer.
Much faster than redrawing or changing
each trace.
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I hope this was of use to you. Please let me
know of any changes to make it clearer, as
well as any other explaination I can do to
make your use of EZRoute2000 easier.
Thank you
Bill Jenkins

wrj60@telus.net

